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1. Introduction 

 Transport has a critical role to play in economic development. A modern 

transport and communication facilities play an important role for integrated economics 

development. It play a major role in the economics uplift of a country as it is promotes 

internal and external trade, economic use of a natural resources, mobility of skilled 

labor-force, increase in agriculture and industrial production etc. but on the other side 

as a result of accidents we have to pay the price in terms of injuries, fatal and property 

damage. 

Road safety is a major health problem, statistics shows that worldwide due to 

accidents more than 3000 people die daily. Also the estimated economics uses due to 

traffic accidents are US $512 billion a year. The estimated economics losses in 

developing countries are US $100 million per year due to accidents which is twice the 

annual amount of development assistance in these countries. 

1.1 Blackspots 

Accident blackspots may be defined as 

“A location on road where most of the accidents occurs” 

 1.2 N-55(Indus Highway) 

It is a 1264 km long four line and at some location two line, national 

highway connecting the port city of Karachi with city of Peshawar that’s runs 

along the Indus River in Pakistan. 

 1.3 Accident 

Accident is an unintended event that happens when a vehicle hits a person, an 

object or another vehicle that induce in properly damage, injury or death. 

1.3.1 Reasons for accident can be, 

 Lack of education  

 Lacks of driving skills  

 Geometric design problems 

 Inappropriate design of pedestrian crossing etc.  



 

1.3.2 Types of Accident 

a) Fatal accidents  

b) Non-fatal  accidents  

c) Serve-injury accident  

d) Moderate injury accident  

e) Minor injury accident  

f) Property damage only accident  

1.3.3 Characterization of Accident Data 
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2. Aims and Objectives 

 The objective of this study is to identify and classify black spots ‘Major 

accident occurring location’ on highway (N-55). 

 And to map the identified blackspots using GIS and also to perform 

different analytical tools of GIS. 

3. Problem Statement 

 In Pakistan on its road infrastructure there is no organized way of managing 

the traffic flow. In both rural and urban highways the traffic is primarily 

possessed by traffic police who generally fail to enforce the traffic laws. 

 Traffic accidents could only the controlled by implementation of a high 

level of traffic laws .the extent of the problem should be clear before 

modifying or strict enforcement of current traffic laws. 

 Provide advice on accidents prevention, highlight the key factors of safety 

and propose measure that can be used to reduce road accidents. 

4. Literature Review 

 Different research papers were studied and researchers in different countries 

analyzed the accident data and identified the blackspots according to their 

methodology. 

 

5. Methodology 

5.1 Site Selection 

The selected site for the project is a section of National Highway N-55 also known 

as Indus Highway which is 188 KM stretch that starts from Peshawar and ends at 

Lakki Marwat (Gandi Chok). 

The geometric design of the selected section of the highway is different at 

different regions. At some places it is four lanes separated by median and at 



some regions the highway is two lanes without median and then most of the 

vehicles use opposing traffic lane for overtake which results in accident.  

Figure below shows the selected section of N-55 

 

                                                

 

    

5.2 Data Collection 

 Approach for accident data was made to different sources i.e. National 

Highway Authority (NHA), Rescue 1122 and Local District Police. 

 Unfortunately the accident data was only available with Local District 

Police in form of First Investigation Reports (FIR File). 

 The FIR Files from year 2013 to 2019 were collected from nine (9) local 

district police stations along the route.  

                         Selected Section of N-55 



  5.2.1 Data Arrangement 

   All the collected FIR files were read thoroughly and converted 

to excel sheets keeping in view the information about road accident i.e. location 

of the accident, date,  time, fatalities and injuries in accident, vehicles involved 

and cause of the accident which are clearly mentioned in FIR file. Year wise excel 

sheets of accident data were developed from the collected FIR files. Figure below 

shows the excel spread sheet of accident data of Indus Highway N-55. 

 

 

 5.3 Blackspots Identification 

  Different people had defined and identified black spots differently in 

their researches. In our research we define the blackspots as “the road section of 

1 km span on which the accident frequency is high and at least five fatalities 

have occurred on these spots according to available data”. The time selected for 

data is more but as only limited data was available therefore we defined the 

blackspots according to available data. 



 The blackspots are identified manually from excel sheets by manually 

counting repeated accidents at same locations at different times  and also which 

are according to definition of blackspots of our research. 

 Fourteen locations were identified as blackspots whose information is given 

in data analysis. 

   

5.4 Data Analysis 

  The mapping of identified blackspots was done using QGIS. Different 

analytical tools and activities were performed whose snips are mentioned below. 

  5.4.1 Georefrencing 

 



5.4.2 Loading CSV file in GIS 

 

 

 

   

 



5.4.3 Map Showing Identified Blackspots

 

 

  5.4.4 Attribute Table 

   

 



  5.4.5 Basic Statistics 

 

  5.4.6 Convex Hull 

 



  5.4.7 Buffer  

a) Buffer of Convex Hull 

 

b) Buffer of Blackspots 

 



  5.4.8 Distance Matrix 

 

  5.4.9 Nearest Neighbour Analysis 

 

   Hence the nearest neighbour index is near to one so points are Random points 

 



  5.4.10 Styling of Layer

 

5.4.11 Mean Coordinate

 

 
The red point is Mean Coordinate 



  4.4.12 Grid Interpolation 

 

 



5. Applications 

 Remedial measures to reduce accidents on blackspots in future. 

 To improve maintenance and operation of highway. 

 To reduce great economic loss due to accidents. 

 

6. Conclusion  

 The excel spread sheet of identified blackspots was converted to 

CSV file, and was imported in QGIS and the identified blackspots 

were mapped on N-55 (Indus) Highway map (image from Google 

earth loaded in QGIS as raster layer).Different concepts like spatial 

statistics, geoprocessing, georefrencing etc. were applied during 

the project. 

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  


